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Abstract

This paper reports the case study of la classroom teacher who made

systematic and conscious preactive and interactive decisions; Four questions

guided the research:' The primary questeon was_"Does-a teacher use asystem-

atic decision model?" The three secondary questions were (l does this teach-
.

_o

er make preactiVe and interactive decisionsi (2) what governs this teacher's

.

deciaions- and (3) what is the interaction betwedn this teache decision

;
making and the need to maintain activity flow? It was found that (1) the

teacher used a.six-phase decision model integrating preactive and int4ractive

t

decisionsi K2) a set of consclous assumptions governed her decnionsi (3)

smooth activtty flow was essential for her success; and (4) she taught the

pupils to be responsible for.their own behavior.
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ONE EXCEPTIONAL.TEACHER'S SYSTEMATIC DECISION-MAKING MOItEL1

Joyce G. Putnam2

That teachera should make systematic preactiveand interactive decisions

has long been'an assumption held by educators._ However, findingafron recent

re-search DP the areas of teacher effectiveness, teachers' planning, teachers'

decisions, teachers' conceptions ofreadikk, and classroom reading practices

have caused educatori to reconsider whether teachers can make and consistently

sat on data-based decisions. This study dOCOMente and describes one teacher's

preactive and interactive decisions.

Eackground

Researchers-have found that teachers do not make decisions based on the

use of 4_ theoretical planning model that proceeds from selection of objectives

to instructional activities to evaluation (McCutcheon, 1980; Clark & Yinger,

-

1980; Putnam, 1982); DurIng planning, teachers seem to focus on activ::.ty,

selection (McCutcheo, 1980; Clark & Yingeri 1979) and on what is to be

covered in a general sense (Morine-Dershimer, 1979).''In some casesl(Kyleo

1980); teacher planning is constrained bwerceived environmental reatrictions

and turns out to be merely sehedulfig text materials according to the prin-

cipal's Eon other institutional spokesperson's) expectations.'

' _ _ _

While evidence indicates that some teachers make data-based decisions in

preactive planning, there is little evidence that they use the data base for

1This_paper was presented at the 1983 knnual meeting of the American
Educational Resiarch Association, Montreal, Canada.

2Joyce Futmva is an IRT_reseatChet and an associate professor in the
Department of Teacher Education at MSU.
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actual interactive, decision making in the classroom (Duffy, 1980). In a

large - scale, naturalistic study, Duffy and Anderson (1982) tried to determine

whether teacher conceptions of reading are the foundation upon which teachers

base instructional. decisions about classroom reading instruction. They

studied the reading conceptions of 23 elemeitary teachers over three years and
*

fouhd that "classroom teachers

'ceptions of readingibut these

their teaching of reading" (p.

may poiseas abstract theoretically7based con?

conceptions do not significantly influence

10). Duffy and Anderson noted that while

teachers do .not:reject theories of reading, theirconceptionn;of reading

;mediated by.classtoom conditions more immediately crucial

ly, even the best laid teaching plan is

implementation: This seems to be based

must respond to environmental factors

react to classroom events rather than

teractive decisions.

are

to them. Apparent-

usually distorted or dropped during

teachers' perceptions that they'

in a particular way, and they therefore

control them by making data-based, in-

If educator3 are to determine whether effective teachers do

tent and systematic data-based decisions, they need descriptions

make consis-

of effective

teachers' decision models and decisions. Consequently, I focused on describ-

ing oue teacher's decisions -and hgr decision model.

Hs. Forero3 was selected for study for four reasons. First, she had been
4

observed making what were thought to be data-based interactive and preactive

decisions for seven yeare,4 although:this had not been systematically

'Forera is a pseudonym.

4Forero had been observed because she was a cooperating teacher ia an MSU
teacher education program. She had also acted as consultant to MSU research-
ers and teacher educators who were developing research projects and under-
graduate teacher education programs.



documented. Second; she seemed conscious of her own dediSiOn Making: Thi rd,

her instruction emphasized basic skills, social! responsibility, and individu-'

,rality. Finally, her- leaching resulted in above average pupil' si6S in reading

(pupil gains on the Gates-MicGnitie Reading That averaged 1.6 years in 1974>

75 and 1.9 years in 1975 -76), which substantiated her effectiveness as

teacher.

ThiS study focused on one major question: Does a sample teacher use a

systematic deeision-making model? I posed- -three further questions:

1. Deed thiS teacher make preactive and interactive decisions?

2 What governs this teacher's decisions?

What iS_the interaction between this teacher's decision making and
the need to maintain activity flo*?

Setting

The classroom chosen for this study was located in a rural, midwestern

consolidated school district. The diStriet covers 154 square miles and in-

eludes four counties, eight townships, and three rural iiillages. The'district

serves a diverse but predominantly low socioeconomic 'status populdtiona The

district's student enrollment Vas 2;004; approxiMatelt 8% of the student

population was of Hispanic origin; Due to the physical size of the district,
.

most students cameby bus; some from as far as 75 tiled away.

Forero's class ocCupied one of 'three portable classrooms next to 4 K-6

grade school. The students; 25 first and second grs4ert, all met Titlel

Criteria. The class met four half dam(merningi), beginning on Septewher

24th, and disbanded in March due to the teachdr taking A parenting lesiOt of

absence.

r) a
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Data _Collect-Lon

Because I wanted to

of the classroo. I used

learn about the teacher's decisions act dynamics

ethnographit'atOdy teCiiniques. Erickson creccr;;;7

asserted that such techniques

describe key incidents' in functionally releVantdesciptive terms
and place them in Some relation to a Wider Social context, using the
key incidents as a concrete instance of the Working of abstract
principles of social organization. (p. 61)

-g_

The pron.Aures-included classroom participant chattiratioas, debriefing

and verification sessions, interviews, and document C011eetion. I collected

data during the entire academic ari-from September to March.

Participant Observations. I Made intensive classtdom ObAervaticnsduring
R

the first_ three weeks of the academic school year because; according to

rettson.and Anderson (1973), classroom experiences at the beginning of the'

year strongly influence Whit transpires thereafter: I made the observations

on 12'of the first 17 schoOl days, including the first day; And 3 of the next

10 school days. Then, beiWien NoVkMber aneMarch, I observed on 9 more school

days; one observation,occurred7iii November and two observations per month

were completed in December, January, February,' and March. A total if 24 four-

hour classroom obs4rvations were conducted fot a total pf 96 hours of obser-

vations.

Observations began at 8:00 a.m., one hour bef4re ..he formal starting time

of ichoOl- (9:00 a.m.) and continued until approximately 45 minutes after the

formal ending (11:45 a.m.) of the class. Obtervations were recorded through

the use of field notes, photo,graphs, and audit, tapes.

Debriefineverifieation_seastoma. The verification and debriefing

Sessions preceded andior followed the classroom observation sessions. These_

a



sessions included the teacher making any comments she chose about the forth=

-oming or completed lessons and then responding to questions that I generated

from my field notes. ,Twenty -four debriefing sessi,-ms were held, one for each

classroom observation.

Intervrew'sessions. Three type:, of interviews occurred. The first

*volved colleCting demographic ciata and clarifying and explaining observations

and preliminary data analyses. These intevviewa averaged two hours (ranging

from one to four hours) and were schedoled for days when there was to be no

observation.

The second type of interview simulated a teacher asking Forero for help

o plan a third/fOurth-grade unit of instruction so that s/he could ..teach"

ike Forero. This ptotedure .clarified Forero's decisions about content an

process issues throughout the study'and verified her instructional planning

pro w'\ Recurrigi simulation interview questions were as follotis:'

What guidelines would you give a teacher to help her/him select
a topic of instruction?

2. What questions would you ask the teacher?

3. What information do you need from the teacher?

4. What'do you tell -the teacher?

5. liak.; would you show the teacher; . .

6. What examples?

The third type cf interview took place in the spring and consisted of

Forero and I collaborating on an article for publication ;; Together we de=

scribed how she integrated subject matter in her teaching. Collaborating on

an article created the opportunity to collect data about her perceptiOn Of

important e,lements of the decision-making model and the accuracy of the

decision-making modei I deduced she used (see next zection for details), and
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served as the final data Collection and verification of the 'critical elements

Of het decialon-making model.

-Documentation. Metetiala used to verify observations end -interview data

were collected from Forego, students; school administrators; and aides. Thlse

incinded students work; snips of spatial and temporal relationships in the

classroom; and teacher planning predUcts.

Data__Ana44rale_

With the data. I intented to create a model of decision making. After

analyzing; categorizing, ordering. and verifying &tn, three models emerged.

each succeeding model Verifying elements of the previous one until a final

folrth model verified all elements; The *wily-ilia proceeded as follows.

Decision model. First. I made notations in the margins of all field.

notes from classroom-observation tape transcripts (on Type 1 interViews,

classroom observation notes, and .eacher planning document0) about the type of

teacher decistons that were made. I subdivided the decisions into proactive

or interactive. Then I identified those decisions involving instructional

content and management. At this point I diagrammed a decision-makini; Wedel.

thisWith this first model in mind I interviewed Ferero to ascertain the accuracy

Of its tepreaention of her perceptiona about her decision making;

Nekti I identified the interview data that explained her planning of the

initial unit of instruction and integrated it with the decisions identified in

the flitt Model I deValoped. I presented her with a second model of inatruc-

tional decition making for verificttion of accuracy.

:hen I analyzed her fiedbauk. new sets of classroom observation data. and

the interview data frbi the simulation. I classified the types of decisions

I
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she made as preactive or interactive and developed a third model.; l asked.

Forero for her feedback and noted parts of the model she considered unclear or

inaccurate. Then I set this model aside.

I analyzed the field notes, tape transcriptions of our article-writing

sessions, and the final copy of our article to identify the documented deci-
;

310n3. The framework or analysis included, information from bwo.places. The
,

first wa the decision model developedto'dete. The second was based on A.

list of items that the journal editoi. to'whom we _submitted the article re-

quested be played down, excluded, or focused on. Based on this analysis, the

final decision-making model, with examples of preactive and interactive 4eci-

sions, was verified.

Findings- The Dectsion-Making_Model

A(primary feature of Forerd4a decision asking is that she made decisions

concerning long-term outcomes. Then she used the long-term outcomes (t.4;;

goals anditobjectives for pupils to master by the end of the year, how pupils

were to behave in the classroom) as the basis for shorternterm preactive cur-

riculum (Unit planning) and management (routines/procedures)" decisions. She

also used the results of the long-tarm decisions as a basis for interactive

decisions.

In other words, the making of preactive and interactiv -deci Aons.durtng

the year vas guided by her long-term intended outcomes.' Thus, or ro's
; \

initial decisions (see Figure 1, Phase la and 2a) provided the basis or guicle-
;_ t_ .

.

lines for all other decisions. She vie4td herself as goal directed and illus-.

trated this by saying she frequently asked herselfi%7What are you trying to

get done?" She was systematic in her decision making. Thi,moder the used 4_

described next.

, e
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The decision-making model Forero used has six identifiable phases, which

follow in sequential order:

Phase 1. Data collection And synthesis

Phase 2. Preactive decision making

Phase 3. a.. Data collection
b. Interactive deciSion making

Phase 4; a; Reflective thinking and synthesis
b; Preactive decision maki,nk

Phase 5; Interactive decision making

Phase 6; Data collection-and verification of student achievement
007--

The system for t'orero's decision making, in its simplest form, consisted

of data collection, data synthesis, and data-bised decision making. Data col-

lection included taking iu new information and recalling data previously col-

lected. In data synthesis, she _integrated new and old data then narrowed them

down to a usable size and form. Decision making proceeded from the synthesis;

During planning and teaching, Forero collected more data With which to

make decisionshrough the synthesis process she -Organized and reduced the

data. Once the data were collected and organized, she made decisions. This

set of processes operated in a systematic fashion (see Figure 1). Her

decision-making model required integration of both her planning and teaching

behavior.

Before the year's school session had begun, she used the first two phases

:of the model to formulate the goals and objectives for which she would held

the pupils accountable. After making the initial decisions about these objec-

tives; the six-phase model was cycled as, each new unit of instruction.was de-

veloped,Jmplemented, and completed.

The key characteristics of her decision-making model are its interactive

nature and the content of her inAlimation processing. A brief description of

each of the model's phases will help to illustrate this.

I



Phase la: Data collection and nae
for initial, long-term decisions

Phase 2a: Preactive decisions_
What are the goals and objectives
for the year?

....AL
Phase Lb: Data collection

and synthegia

Phase 2b:
making

Preactive decision

What will be the potential
first unit of instruction?

Phase 3: Data collection (a)
and interactive decision
making (b) observing,
questioning, probing to
assess students

First concrete learning
activity for the year

Teacher and pupils
collaboratively planning

Knowledgt and
assumptions_

Teacher (self)
Studentrecords
Environment
Community
Curriculum

9

Phase 4: RefleCtive
thinking and_
synthesis (a), and
preactive decision
making (b)

Figure 1. H. Forero's decision model.

Phase 6: Data
collection am
verification

Student evaluation
Student data

A

Phaae 5: Interac-
tive decision
making

Outcome ihbjec-
tives,for
indiViddal
students

Management and
organization

Responses to
critical events

Pupils and teacher
participating in
study episode



Phase 1. Data CoLlection and Synthesis

During the first phase Forero reflected on data she already possessed

(e.g.-.-hat information the text contained; what specific\objectives she

thought third graders should achieve in reading) and gathered new data (e.g.,

A_reading the cumulative recording forms; tallang with teachers who had taught'

her students the previousyear; and looking atecheduIes of school events);

She organized her knowledge into six categories:
;>.

1. knowledge about self (interests; strengths; philosophy; weaknesses);
0

2. asaumptioni based on knowledge and experience (transfer of knowledge/
skills; learning; concept teaching);

3. 'students' previous experience .and records (teacher talk; personal
cumulative record source);

4. environment in classroom and school (how to use it to enhance
*- learning);

5. curriculum (academic; personaliand social' responsibility outcomes;
topics); and

6. community (parent desires for their children; who can do what;
businesses and other community institutions).

Phase 2. Preactive Decision Making

During the second phase Forero made preactive decisions based on syn-

thesis of the data collected during Phase 1. She made preactive decisions

when planning implementing a unit of instruction and when she was alone and

had the time to reflect and synthesize.

.

The first preactive decision she made was to Use throughout the year an

interactive instructional style (one in which pupils verbally interact with

the teacher; and the teacher modifies his/her speech and actions based on what

a/he observes) when working with children. It required that she first estab-.

fish an environment that minimized her role in managing pupil behavior so that

she could attend to the instructional interactions.

10
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Once she had decided on an interactive instructional style) Forero made a
1!"

sequence of decisions that resulted in the identification of long-term goals

and objectives in.three areas (pupil outcomes, environment, and curriculum).

n._
This sequence of preactive decisions Included the three major areas of con-

sideration as viewed by Forero:

1. Pupil outcomes: academic and socia

2. Environmental management: pupil and instruction
v

3. Curriculum: content and process

Forero determined, potential pupil outcomes based on. what she thought a

first-grade. pupil should know and be able to do (goals and objectives) at the

end of the year; During the year of this research study she had both first

and second graders and thus identified terminal objectives for both grade

.

levels. She determined individual objectives based on both the goals for the

year and her specific assessment_of_a_xiven_pupil_._

She organized environmental management dedisions around the concept of a
s

Pc,

learning commutlity. Thus, she madepreactive decisions about management and

organization of pupils and instruction to support the following: (1) group

work, (2) cooperation, (3) use of routines and procedures that released the

teacher for more instructional time, (4) use of community members in the

. classroom, and (5) use of the out-of-school community.

Foxero viewed-curriculum decisions as having to do with content and pro-
-1!-/

cess. Her first decisions aboutqtopics were-alWays tentative. She always

interacted withpupils before finalizing her unit decisions. In this sequence

of preactive decisions, the major curriculum dectstOn was to choose a problem-

over

-RA

solving activity that would allow her to assess pupil behavior and achievement

directly related to the:objectives she had identified for pupils to master

a period of six or seen weeks.



Take, for-example, the topic of apples

7the-year.rt was one for,which Forero knew

12

for the first curriculum unit of

the content, had personal experi-
_

ence with it, liked it, knew that her atudents hadhad some ekperfnce with
or

opportunities for a variety of content:it, and knew that.itoffered many

knowledge and hatds on

experienced.

experiences and that it provided cooperative working

tl _
,;--, ; i-1-

The detidieta she Made about the selection othe first unit

study were based on the above criteria. Her rationale was that tellies that

met these criteria allowed her to takeinand process information about her

pupils during instruction rather than spendinga lot of interactive teaching

time processing content information.

,Once she identified a unit of ins

preactivelf planned an- activity (e;g;;

perience story) that allowed her to co

truction to develop with her pupilsi she-

making applesauce and writing au ex-

Ilect specific data about the pupils'

skills and allowed her and the pupils to collaboratively plan the unit of

study. The activity was planned to involve. wholeclass discussion and deci-

sion making, small-group work, and individual work.

At the end of the first sequence of preactive decisions,

ideniified a system for Cladtrodid management, (2) identified an area

(3)-synthesized tel4red knOledge; (4) listed pupil outres, (5) listed pos-

__,
-1---;) sible activities, and (6) identified petentiq recording systems. She kept

these'decisions tentative until the activity (making applesauce

eXperience story) was fiiished.

d writing an

In the third phase; Forero implemented the activity and observed her

students-during it. She.pIsaned for data collection and collaborative plan-
(

ning, then implemented herpIan for the activity. This took from two to eight

7
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hours- of class time and ran from _twQ, to fOur days. She collected data
' /

concerning the pupils' school beh- avior and acadethiC perfdridanCi Which she

would use in deciding which objectives and tasks o assign to Whith pupils.

The f- irst sequence of interactive decisional those related to the activ-

ity sessions; (applesauce making), are characterized bythe nature of the as-

aessment task or the "teacher as learner" petspettive. When F.-Otero and het

pupils met to 6Osilaborativly plan and/or decide something, her purpose was to

communicate her thoughts and feelings and to understand or learn whet the

pupils' thoughts and feelings were. Thus; these interactive decisions were

Made primarily about selecting particular probing questions and pupil tasks in

order to generate data concerning a specific pupil's knowledge, skills, and/or

interests.

4
In practice, the-sequence involved Forero deciding (sometimes preactive-

.

ly) .what to_ ask a specific pupil and asking it, a pupil's response; two or

three teacher probes and the pupil's responses and a closure statement.

_Generally, she started by asking'the pupilt to demonstrate something (e.g,,

d this, show me, tell me). Based on the pupils' responses she then asked

obing questions. For example, Ohe would say, "RedeMber when you showed me

how to figure out words in that family, how did you 0 it?, iiillthat work-

here? Show me how."

After listening to the pupils' responses, she brought closure to

the interaCtions in one of two ways. She asked pupils to tell what they

needed to do or she told them. F- or example, she to a pupil, "What doeS

it look like you need to work on next?" When she summarized she wzid, "You

need to work on 'such and so' next. Listen for the assignment related to

this; that is the one you. will be Working On."
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Interactive decisions made during Phase 3 were primatily concernedwixh

pupil asaesawenthls involved deciding ho4 to elicit more information from

pupils (what to ask pupils to do next) or Verifying a .pattern (e.g., lack of

verbal skills, good recall, etc.) which appeared to be deVeleping. At-this

stage she viewed Interactive decisions as a means of assessing pupil behavior.

Phase 4. Reflective Thinkingata,andPreactive Decision Making

In Phase 4 Forero synthesized the data She collected in Phide 3 on the

pupils' performance, experiencei_and interest in the proposed unit of,atudy

[-with the academic", personal, an social res,onsibility outcomes for pupils

(identified in Phase I.)

,Q
Size processed the,abc,ve data in order to make and record A set of preao=

tive decisloaa. These Becisions answered the following questions:

I. Ate there enough pupil.intereat and linkages to; previous
experiences to warrant pursaing"thts topic?

_

Will_Mnitiple activities for one individual or small groups be
provided, Or will everyone essentially do the same things?

3; In What content activities will each chi14 participate;

4. How will we 'proceed from here? tc,

By the end of Phase 4, she had dither a plan for Working with the class

during Phase 5 or for starting a new assessment activity. If the answer to

the first question concerning pupil interest and linkages was no, she'selected
_

a new topic, and repeated Phases 2 and 3; When the AneWer to the first ques-
/

tion was) yes, she decided the answers to the rest of the questions: Thus, the

next time Forero and her pupils met, she was ready to begin }lebe 5.

C

The second sequence of preactive'decisionccurred after the itplitenta=

tion of the initial activity (making applesauce and writing an experience

story) when the teacher had Collected data from her interactions with the

19 %-)



pupils. Theserpreactive deciaiens were concerned with unit content and

activities. The teacher detided at this time whether the students' life ex-

perienLes provided enough ties to the topic (applei) to make the unit poten-

tially successful. At this time she Slab determined if there was sufficient

interest exhibLted by students to pursue the particular area of study (i.e.,

were they intecestedpin apple related things ft-OM Which science and.sociak
_

studies concepts or other skills could be taught).

The next preactive decislon-in.this sequence was Whether the pupils would

15

have the option to choose among activities or would work'as an entire class on

a single activity. Having made these decisions Forere Started her unit of

study.

In summary, toter-des preactive decisions in Phase 4 were baSed on (1) her

up-to-date data bank on each child; (2) the group: as an entity in itself; (3)

anticipated academic, personal, and social outcomes; (4) her philosophy about

the type of classroom she wanted to operate; and (5) the knowledge and Skillt

she consciously held.

Phase 5. Intereel-S-Lond

In Phaie 5 the sequence of interactive decisions included those made dur-,

_ing an actual unit study and were not pupil-assessment oriented like the first

type in Phase 3. This second sequence of interactive decisions involved de-

cisions about four major topics:

I. Instruction--What doISay or do to provide instruction about a
'partitulaf concept/skill/fact with a particular

2. Outcomes--If necessary, what changes in the objectives for
which a given pupil is'being held accountable will I suggest
and/or agree tol.

0

3. activities-- So-that pu a will bLauceessful,-. how must I
reorganize an aeavit or change activities?

20
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4. Pupil behalAoryWhat must I_do_so that this individual gets
in control of his/her behavior?

During Whole-class instruction, Forero monitored the task accomplishment

of students. Fericdidally,,she said to a slower, working pupi , "Finish the

task." She and the class wou ld move on. After a task or WO, she walked to

the pupil's desk and said; "Go to page.xx and look at the board for examples

and listen to me for directions."

The effect was that at times the entire class appeared to be working on a;

single activit*. In fact, however, one or two individual assigndents and two

arger group assignments were being given and monitored. The interactive de-
3.

sions related to the pacing for individualizing during whole-class instruc-

tion were based on the data the teacher had synthesized about individual

pupils.

The second category Was interactive decisions about

d1rectly related to the stated pupil objeCtives. Both te&cher and pupils

outcome. These were

understood the criteria by which pupils would demonstrate having acquired a

new learning, practice, cr applicationilevel. Given an end behavior, each

level had an explicit measure (i.e., before I snap my fingers, the first time

y u see it and without hesitating, after you think about the parts).

While working with pupila Forero would sometimes.degide that a pupil

was being held accountable at an inappropriate level. She would tell the

pupil this and what she observed that made her change her mind. She said what

the new criterion was and then sbook hands with the pupil on the new agree-

.ment.
,.

The third category was interactive decisions about an activity; Forero

felt that if the pupils were working, an adtivity should flow with minimum

problems. Thus; when there was a problem with an activity and she had deter-

mined it was not because pupils weren't working, she made an interactive



decision to atop or reorganize the activity. She said on these occasions,."I

_ -

didn't tea h this right and I have to figure out what to do to help you."

In this situation; she made specific decisions to (1) stop and,'if

eeded, gather more data from pupils; (2)% wait until she'd had time to pieao-

eiy plan something different; and/or (3) change activiL ma immediately or

res acture the on had st pped;

The fourt tegory was interactive decisions about pupil aehavior.

Forero allowed her classroom management behaviors to be guided by: her desirek

to have pupils be responsible for their'own behavior; The documented inter-
.

active decisions she made about management were based essentially on hether

she or a pupil could or couldn't continue to work, and resulted in an inter-

ruption of the whole class or quiet interactions lath a student or two.

Given the information that people were off task, she determined' how the

problem could be handled efficiently but in a way that would support pupil

responsibility, not her external control. She felt that tai cost of poor,

th spot decisions was more of her time spent on management.

At the, beginning oelFhase 5, Forero used both small-group and individual

conferences for getting input for determining specific objectives for pupils.

d--
At the end of the conference the pupils were told what they had to learn and

hVpt trey would demonstrate for the teacher that they had achieved the objec-

tive.

dealt

pupil

Specifically, the interactive decisions she made during the conferences

with what the conditions or level of difficulty would be for a specific

s object In addition she Mould decide on the number of objectives a

pupil would, be -required to achieve. Finally, she decided on the number of:

specific tasks pupil was to complete during the unit' of study.

While the unit of study progressed. she made interactive decisions con-

earning whether pupils ;had satisfactorily completed the identified tasks and
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objectives; When she had observed the pupil's completed obiectivesat the

specified level, she decided with the pupil on a new get of objectives. She

and the pupil decided on additional activities to do, which`were related to

.

the unit and the new objectives; Thu., in adding more requirements Forero

mdde interactive decisions concerning pe;:formance of next objecti7e; and ap-

propriate tasks

-.)At the end of Phase 5the interactive decisions were concerned with

adjusting specific pupil tasks and/or teacher expectations-and with bringing

organized closure to the study unit. When Forero observed that pupils were,

for the most part, done with- the original set of objectives for the unit, she

then warned that- the unit was going to end and'puptla should complete- anything

they could or wanted to.do.

Phase 6.. Data Collection and Verification

Phase 6 involved the collection an -verification of evaluative date. Aa

_ ,

the study unit closed, Forero met with each pupil She evaluated what the

pupil was able to do relative the objectives the pupil had been assigned..

She recorded'this data; On occasion, to document individual pupil perform-

once, she had the pupil complete a written evaluation test. The written testa

required different pupils to do different things (color do box green, ei'etle

all suffixes) based on'the criterion level of their objectives (e.g.,,recall,

recognize, aemonstrate).

The data from this phase Itelped her to verify her previous Waluattonsof

pupils and her records. This is when she ookad fat data that conflicted

with the decialoes she had alreiii made. She need\thedata to begin planning

for a new unit of instruction, going back to Phase kb for the beginning of a



new unit. This cycle occurred file -or ix times a year Each cycle was an

integrative unit of instruction.

aeltefs Governed Dec a ions

19

Forero said she believed that the primary function of schooling was

teaching persona/ and social responsibility. Her comments and behavior indi-

cated that she felt academic learning was the major personal responsibility of

-students and that. the major social responsibility was to help others learn.

Other specific beliefs, which were behaviorally documented, included (1) use

of evaluation data to determine- pupil objectives and (2) students' motivation

and responsibility gained throughparticipation in decision making about their
3 i

work.

During interviews and debriefing sessions, Forero repeatedly mentioned a

set of assumptions as the rationale for content and process decisions. FOt

-example, initiating a problem - solving, experience vas based on her belief that

pupils need to participate in the selection of what gnd how they Study. Hot

selection of topics was based on her belief that each pup:1 must have some

-
previous roacrete experience that s/he can link to thi, new topic for study.

She also referred to these items 'alien explaining her reasons fps 'Wang spe-

ctfic decisions about specific students. For example, she held mtudeate ac-

countable for different levels of performancl at different times: One student

might'be given several seconds to recognize sight words, bar within a day or

the pupil needed to get they Within one sehow.i. However, until the stn-

'dent ciuicklyi(without disrupting the flow of reading) recognised the words in

the book snit was reading, no credit for "knowing was given. Thus, Forero

used her beliefs about "knowing" and "types of evaluation" in establishing

procedures for practice and application.



In general,

and :issumptions

ogY sociologyi

room management

evaluation. and

tione (see Table
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her decisions_ and behaviors were governed by a set of beliefs

that included knowledge from the areas of edncational'psychol-

4netructional psychologyi growth and development, and class-

and organizatiou. I have used the categories of learningi

the role of the teacher to classify her beliefs and assump-

1);

Activity Flow Aids Forero's Decision Making

Forero made decisions as she maintained activity flow; These decisions

. can be explained in two ways. Firist* smooth activity flow was a primary goal

for her. From one perspective, she initially established her role and the

pupils' -ole in the environment to fiCilitate smooth flow of activities. From

another perspective; she used personal and social -responsibility and academic

outcomes as the focus of her decisiont and instruction. From this perspec--
_

tive* she viewed appropriate personal-and social responsibility within a_

di/tearoom as facilitating academic outcomes. Thusi from the activity flow;

student and teacher behavior could be evaluated in terms of how4well pupils

were learning and how they were helping others to learn.

Her classroom management goals paralleled her curriculum and pupil goals.

The management behaviors were taughtt-A3ractitedi and evaluated during theky

first part of-the year as 'Prerequisite to consistent long-term activity

flow.

I observed an interesahg interplay between the taidher's interactive

.decisions and activity flow when environmental dittrattiens that might have

disrupted pupils, from accomplishing their tasks occurred. For example;

visitors were, not allowed to sit on the outskirts of the class. Instead;

.

pupils were assigned to visitors and required to tell Oat and how they were
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Enjoy learning.

Are more likely to achieve when' they plan their awn outcomes
and related activities.

Will become responsible learners if given the opportunity and,
held accountable for 7.tspnneitoe,behavior.

.Will behave approprietely when taught Low to distinguish os-
tweed appropriate and inappropriate behavior fot a given set-.
Ling:

Have a responsiblity to-help other students learn.

Working with others (social interaction a-li *iageWie 'Emcee-
saryfor learning; :

Heterogeneous grouping and acceptance of diversity is neces-
sary for genuine satisfaction.

E0_

0

0

Content that directly relate g to students' previous concrete
experiences has the most potential for being learned.

-

Integration of content to include real -life examples helps
students to better. apply what they learn.-

Integration of content naturally incorporates the principle of
teaching for transfer.

Is based on individuals' academic performance-:

Must include criteria of cooperation; participation by all
gioup membersi arid meeting the subject-matter demands for

.

group task completion.

Must occur at 'both formative and summattve levels.

4/4

U

Holds a position of authority and responsibility

Speaks as an experience60 mature adult.

Retains ultimate accountability and decision-makinepower...

Solicits input.

Seeks group consensus.

Communicates rationales for decisions to pupils.'.'

Communicate,. decisions to pupils.
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Yearning. The 0 casion was used to facilitate pupil accountability. Another

example was unscheduled assembaes or pupils bringing unscheduled show-and-

tell items to class. Unless the presentation clearly contribuzad to some

student goal, it was not scheduled for presentation to the group. Forero

discussed the reason for this with her pupils; then th.' carried out their

planned agenda of events. If a pupil had a special show- and -tell item; s/he

shared it with the teacher and a friend or two or scheduled an appropriate

time for the next show-and-tell.

Because Forero remained in control of the class schedule, the routines

and procedures she taught facilitated the integration of potentially disrup-

/
tive events 4to the class agenda. Thus, many decisions made during the early

part of the year were concerned with establishing routines and procedures to

handle any future disruptions.

Second, she believed that distractions by pupils or external elements

interfered with student learning and her instruction. She consciously taught

pupils how to stay on task and to take responsibility for and monitor their

learning. She taught them how to get, offer, and give help. She also taught

them how to say no when they didn't need help or didn't know how to give the

help,requested. Consequently, pupil off-task behavior and related teacher

responses were virtually nonexistent after approximately 25 days of school.

In addition, the teacher also knew her own limits for distraction and taught

the pupils not to do the things that distracted her Fer example, :she became

conscious of students when more than one was waiting in a, quiet line. Thus

she taught the pupils to go back to their-seats when they observed another

pupil in line.

In summary, Forero effectively structured her classroom routine to Main-

tain activity flow and keep pupils on taski Aftar the initial perjod of

2 `i
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establishing the learning environment; she rarely had to respond to student

behavior as a management problem. Almost all of her management responses to

pupils were automatic. They appeared to be internalized or habituated

responses. Oh Other occasions when a conscious decision and response were

necessitated, Forero used her projected pupil outcomes and "how we behave in

this learning community Classroom" as stated guidelines; which immediately

directed and limited het responses.

Conclusions

Forero said she wanted het to gain certain academic; personal; air

social outcomes. The best way fot th6di to learn these; she believed; was

through a system that supported thOse outcomes. She described the system as a

learning community; Her tole AS teacher in the learning community was in-k

fluenced by what(ahe considered her knoiledge about instruction and learning;

and what she determined were important pupil outcomes.

Four poiall deem important.'

First; Forero consciously processed information and Made decisions. The

nature of the information and decisions appears to be different from what

teachers:are reported to do in other studies.

Second; while others viewed t schemata

actually viewed them as organizing structures

as extremely todifilex; she

to simplify the teaching task.

Third; while her schemata appeared to ho :complex, her use of resources

was unusually simple. She avoided many types materials typically used in

other classroomi. She seemed to beiesourte For example, instead

of finding 12 different assignments for different skills, the used one ex-

perience story that incorporated the 12 skills. She used sets of materials

many times over for a wide variety of purposes. (This meant that pupils kept

28'
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track of things for weeks;) I had the impression pat all the materials

Forero used with her pupils could beplaced in one grocery bag;

A fourth point is that she simplified he teaching by using a variety of

recording systems that did not depend on her for their maintenance. For

example* she established elaborate and visually attractive recording systems.,

These contibuted to the pupils' to record when tasks were completed

and when Certain levels of learning were achieved. Forero could easily glance

at them while she interacted with individual students.

In summary, Forero decided that instructional interactions were aiprior-

ity for producing her intended outcomes. She recognized her information pro-.

ceasing liMitatiOnd and thus established a management system Chat did not re-

quire her attention

learning to occur.

structional"tentext

to function properly and maximized the _potential for

She also recognized the importance of providing an in-

that promoted.multiple'objectives and allOWed her the

thinking space and opportunity to individualize instruction. Doing all of

this required elaborate Sthemata. Knowing that there is a complexity to the

teacher's ideas and to their implementation is very important; First, it is

important that teacher educators know Chat teachers do develop complex ache=

mate on which they operate; Second* her schemata

screened out many things

principal will :Lori how

don't attend or do their

es she understood them,

other- teachers choose to consider (e03;) what the

to punish a student* what to do when many students

homework); thus) logically* she. had. time to think

about those things she considered necessary.

In this study* I have described one teacher who does make conscious*

data-based* preactive and interactive decisions. Many reasons may elcplain

why researchers have had difficulty documenting the tealher decision-making'
N

process. Two possibilities are worth particular consideration. First*
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researchers may him: been looking at the wrong teachers, It is apparent that

some teachers function from a textbook-processing philosophy. Second, they

may nog havc tmployed the most beneficial data-collection techniques and/or

May have been asking the wrong questions.

Whatever the reasons for difficulty in docuMdnting preactive and. interac-

tive'decisions, this study makes two things apparent; First, the decision-=o

Taking process is compleic, and second, at least one teacher uses knowledge and

beliefs as a basis for her ,fictions.

Brophy (1982) reviewed research about,how teachers determine the intended

curriculum their students will learn. He also discussed the uttntended reduc-

tions and/or distortions that occurred When they attempted to implement the

intended curriculum. These two concepts seem to get at the problem of the )
teacher controlling environment versus the enVir66.Mtrit controlling the teach

er. Thus, of particular interest for future study' are the concepts of reduc-
;

tiOn and/or distortion of the curriculum planned by/the teacher. These are-

the things that occur as a resuit of the teacher's interactive decisions and

the need to maintain activity flow._

The need for teachers to respond during instruction'- to atudents and en-

vironmenta1 factors is a given. 'Therefore, learning how,reaChert Maintain

activity flow whl& allowing little reduction and/or distortitin in the learn-

ing of the planned curriculum is. of critical importance.

It appears that Brophy's idea of-the intended curriculum and its redue=

tiOn and/or distortion provides researchers with a way to consider what they

Should look for and what questions to ask as they continue to study teachers

in practice. The teacher studied here did exert power over the emeironmettai
.

factors rather than letting them control her.

30
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In conclusion. it appears that some teachers do use systematic decision-

making models and do make preactive and interactive decisions. It is impor-

tant to understand' the content_ of what a. given teacher chooses to pzocess in

order to understand the models and types of decisions teachers make.

Identifying the basis-for decisions, the individual decision model. and

the content of decisions for effective teachers may prove to be helpful_ to

-teachers and teacher educators.--If a variety of models and the related bases

fdr decisions are. identified; these can be analyzed in light of the outcomes

that result. ,Teacher educators could then help teachers and teacher candi-

dates explore their own actions in light of those that have been documented.

A
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